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ATHENS: A woman walks next a pile of trash as a sign on the wall reads in Greek ‘No garbage’ in the Kaminia neighbor-
hood of Piraeus, near Athens.—AP

ATHENS: Ever-mounting piles of rub-
bish were festering in the streets of
Greek cities yesterday as municipal
workers staged a second strike in a week
in solidarity with refuse workers
embroiled in a contract dispute. Refuse
collectors demanding the renewal of
their work contracts have been off the
job for the past ten days, leaving
mounds of trash to pile up in soaring
temperatures in Athens and several oth-
er cities.  More than 1,000 people
descended on central Athens to attend
a demonstration called by a municipal
workers’ union, according to police, who
were expecting the protest to grow in
advance of an afternoon rally outside
parliament. A rally last Thursday to
protest Greece’s economic woes drew a
crowd of some 5,000. Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras meanwhile received a
union delegation, promising to extend
the refuse collectors’ contracts and to
ensure new hiring would be on an
open-ended basis.

“Even so, the union decided not to
suspend their action,” government
spokesman Dimitris Tzanakopoulos
regretted, while accusing the main
opposition New Democracy party of
being behind the strike. “It is clear the
goal of the strike is no longer to defend
the interests of contract workers,” but
“to deal a blow to the government, the
victims being the public, the workers
themselves and public health,”
Tzanakopoulos added.

The executive committee of the
union, which says 6,500 workers risk
having short-term contracts expires, was
due to meet later yesterday to discuss
whether to continue its strike at the
height of the tourist season. Amid

seething popular discontent against
austerity measures imposed by interna-
tional creditors, waste management has
become a recurring source of con-
tention in Greece, where a recruitment
freeze means many workers are only
being offered temporary contracts.  Last

week as rubbish piled up across the city,
Athens municipal authorities urged resi-
dents not to take out their waste as tem-
peratures soared. The weather will provide
no immediate respite with this weekend
set to see a heat wave as the thermometer
hits 44 degrees Celsius.—AFP 
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CAIRO: Egypt announced a new sharp increase in fuel prices
yesterday, as it slashes government subsidies in a tough IMF-
backed reform program. The cabinet said that 82 octane
petrol would sell for 3.65 pounds a liter up from 2.35, with the
same increase for diesel, while 92 octane petrol rose from 3.5
to 5.0 pounds. The government first increased fuel prices in
2014 and again in November last year after floating the
pound. Prime Minister Sharif Ismail said the fuel subsidies
were straining government financing.

The projection for next year at the same levels “is 150 bil-
lion pounds. This is a big number that neither the oil sector
nor the budget can handle,” he said in a press conference. The
government plans to provide “less subsidies for fuel and to
divert it to other sectors” such as development, he added. The
country had spent billions of dollars propping up the pound,
which rose from 8.9 pounds to the dollar to 18 after its flota-
tion. Investors and international lenders have applauded the
reforms but the measures have fuelled inflation, which now
hovers around 30 percent. Last year, the International
Monetary Fund approved a $12 billion loan to Egypt to be dis-
bursed over three years to help finance the reforms.—AFP 
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LONDON: The euro led a broad advance in currencies against
the greenback yesterday after a string of central bankers hint-
ed at an end to loose monetary policies that have been in
place since the financial crisis. The single currency powered to
a 13-month high Thursday, building on Wednesday’s 12-
month peak after European Central Bank boss Mario Draghi
offered a more positive economic outlook for the eurozone
than expected, with traders brushing off later attempts by his
officials to play down his remarks.

The euro jumped Thursday to $1.1435 — the highest level
since May 2016 — as markets bet the ECB, finally seeing a
recovery in the eurozone economy after years of weakness,
will soon begin winding down its stimulus. Against the
Japanese currency, the euro reached a 16-month peak at
128.79 yen. Most European stock markets were meanwhile
lower heading into the half-way stage. “The pound and euro’s
central bank-driven gains remained the focus of trading this
yesterday,” said Connor Campbell, an analyst at Spreadex.

The outlook from the ECB comes as several central bank
bosses have this week hinted at tightening policies put in
place to combat the hammering that the global economy
took from the financial crisis that started around a decade
ago. Sterling powered higher Wednesday after Bank of
England chief Mark Carney hinted at a rate hike, which took
dealers by surprise and distracted them from British politi-
cal uncertainty caused by the recent UK general election
and Brexit.

Similar comments from the head of Canada’s central bank
provided a boost to the country’s dollar, while rising com-
modity prices and talk of an Australian rate lift supported the
Aussie. Asian currencies benefited also from the broad dollar
weakness, which comes as US President Donald Trump’s
economy-boosting agenda looks on the ropes as he struggles
to push through crucial health care reform.—AFP 
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TOKYO: A man uses a mobile phone in front of an elec-
tronic stock indicator of a securities firm in Tokyo.—AP

DETROIT: While new car sales have
slipped from 2016, robust demand
for used vehicles means US car deal-
erships will still see strong sales this
year, industry analysts said
Wednesday. Jonathan Smoke, the
chief economist for Cox Automotive,
said the data already indicate the
shift to more used vehicles is well
underway.  “Dealers are selling more
vehicles but the mix is changing and
shifting from new to used,” he said.  

Rebecca Lindland, executive ana-
lyst for Kelley Blue Book, said that
shift is being driven largely by buyers
under the age of 40, who now
account for 29 percent of all vehicles
sold in the United States and are
much more likely to purchase a used
vehicle.  “Affordability is a big issue
for millennial buyers,” she said. New
vehicles sales remain relatively strong
but have slipped from their 2016
peak of 17.5 million vehicles, said
Charles Chesbrough, Cox
Automotive’s senior director of
industry insights. “It’s hard to say the
industry is near collapse, barring a
recession or some kind of financial

event,” he said. Smoke said the
strong sales of new cars and trucks in
recent years, especially the SUVs
beloved by American drivers, and
spurred by incentives and discounts,
mean the supply of appealing used
vehicles has increased. Dealers are
also willing to pay more for used
vehicles to insure they have an ade-
quate supply, he said. In addition, a
significant number of leased vehicles
are returning to the market as low
mileage, relatively-new used vehicles,
attractive to consumers.  

According to Cox Automotive
data, 3.6 million lease vehicles will
return to the market in 2017, up from
3.0 million in 2016. By 2020, 4.6 mil-
lion off-lease vehicles will return to
the market. These off-lease vehicles
are rapidly becoming an affordable,
appealing alternative to new. More
are on the way. “Overall, despite
slowing new-vehicle sales, we think
the automotive market is healthy,”
said Smoke. “Sales of approximately
17.1 million will make 2017 among
the best years the industry has ever
recorded.”—AFP 
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